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A Political Project

I The European Community was founded primarily to address real and
perceived geopolitical threats :

I Not repeat nationalism and go beyond national-state system
I Find a political position between two global superpowers
I Security against the Soviet threats (from the West)
I Franco-German reconciliation

I After trade liberalization and free movements of capital, euro was perceived
as a key step to reach a truly integrated European market

I A symbolic step towards political integration
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A Political Project
I ”It is absurd to expect in the long run that you can maintain economic and

monetary union without political union.” German Helmut Kohl, 1991.
I ”EMU is, and was always meant to be a stepping stone on the way to a

united Europe.” Wim Duisenberg, the first President of the European
Central Bank.
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20 Years into the Euro: so far not so good...
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Social fragmentation

Last Figures avail.(source Eurostat)
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http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/tgm/mapToolClosed.do?tab=map&init=1&plugin=1&language=en&pcode=tsdec450&toolbox=types


Decline of potential growth

Last Figures avail.(source OECD)
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http://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?QueryId=51655


Fiscal imbalances

Last Figures avail.(source Eurostat)
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http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/tgm/mapToolClosed.do?tab=map&init=1&plugin=1&language=en&pcode=teina225&toolbox=types


The origin

Source: Eurostat
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Financial fragmentation
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Opposed views on the future of euro

I Martin Feldstein: ”an experiment that failed. [...]”
I Fred Bergsten: ”[...]the entire European integration project [is] likely to not

only survive but to emerge from the crisis greatly strengthened.”
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Important takeaways for this class

Euro was a political project:
1. It would be wrong to infer that expert opinion in Europe have concluded

that forming a monetary union was economically advantageous.
⇒ Analyze the economic implications of this choice

2. Decisions have not been taken by a social-welfare-maximizing social
planner. Instead it has been the interaction of EU governments among
them through treaty negotiations and interaction of interest groups
domestically who are concerned of how MU affects their welfare (not the
nation/ EU welfare).
⇒ Include political science and history in the analysis
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Questions this course will raise

I Was the euro project meant to fail? Was it sensible to share the same
currency?

I What triggered the euro crisis? What is the nature of this crisis?
I Why has been so severe?
I What was the crisis management like?
I What was the crisis management like?
I What can Europeans learn from the American Dollar experience?
I Rise of Populism: is there anything special in Europe?
I What lessons for model of political coordination?
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Evaluation and on-ine materials

1. Questions on readings: collected each class (30%).
2. Op-ed (40%): dead-line: 12/2
3. Class participation (30%)

Class webpage with all assignments and materials here
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https://www.anne-laure-delatte.eu/the-euro-crisis


Former students advice

I ”The subject matter is very interesting and current, and the class is
engaging...if you do the reading. The class allowed me to form opinions
and evaluate complicated real-world issues at a fairly deep level.”
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Section 1

EMU: How it happened
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How it happened?

I 1951: Treaty of Paris (Coal and Steel)
I 1957: Treaty of Rome: European Economic Community and European

Atomic Energy Community
I 1986: Single European Act
I 1992: Treaty of the European Union
I 1993: Treaty of Maastricht
I 1999 January 1: Euro is traded on financial markets

The Euro area (source ECB)
I 2002, January 1: Euro becomes the only legal tender in 11 countries
I 2009: ”The euro has been a resounding success”, L. Papademos, VP ECB
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https://www.ecb.europa.eu/euro/intro/html/index.en.html


From Coal and Steel to the EU
I 1950, European Coal and Steel Community. Integration started in narrowly

defined areas because founding fathers expected that more ambitious
integration in broader areas such as defense and policy coordination would
meet too much political opposition

I 1957 :
1. EURATOM similar to ECSC for civilian atomic energy
2. Treaty of Rome: European Economic Community (EEC) to set up a

customs union and launh the âcommon market.â
I The three communities were later merged and became known as the

European Community and then the European Union (1992 and 2009).
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EEC
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Some exchange rate coordination

I First discussions in 1969 but collapse of BW
I ER arrangement during the 70’s but abandoned because of BOP crises
I 1979, the true kickoff: ERM is established. All EU members except UK:

Belgium*, Denmark, France*, Germany*, Ireland, Italy*, Luxemburg, the
Netherlands*. Later in the 80’s, UK, Spain and Portugal joined

I 1986: Single European Act
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Towards the single currency

I 1988: Delors committee recommends an immediate move to a single
currency (Franco-German initiative)

I 1992: Maastricht treaty is the MU founding act.
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Franco-German engine of European integration

I The Franco-German alliance at the heart of the European project
I For Germany international legitimacy through its commitment to

multilateralism
I For France continued influence in world and European affairs
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Conservatism prevails in the 80’s

I Constant contradiction between ordo-liberal sound economics and
Europatriotism states. Why?

I Two strands of German historical memory influence policy making:
1. Hyperinflation during the inter-war period
2. Horror of the Nazi years

Policy of reconciliation with France by Chancellor Adenauer: Westbindung
I Low probability that the EMU came into being in 1988
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The Fall of the Wall and the Politicization of EMU

I With the fall of the Berlin Wall (November 9, 1989) and later of the Soviet
Union, Kohl invokes the legacy of Adenauer’s ”Wesbindung”

I Domestic legitimacy to follow pro-European convictions
I Closed collaboration with French President Mitterrand
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The compromises to the financial elite

I ECB independence modeled on the Bundesbank
I Budgetary rules through quantitative treaty text with binding rules and

sanctions to pacify conservative opposition
I ECB headquartered in Frankfurt
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Maastricht treaty

I Formal independence of national CB
I Convergence criteria
I In 1991 only Luxembourg met the 5 criteria.
I Excessive deficit procedure makes a permanent policy the upper-limit of 3%

deficit/GDP
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Maastricht treaty reveals the EMU doctrine

I Monetary policy should focus only on price stability
I Fiscal policy is useless in macro management
I Unemployment is mainly due to structural rigidities
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Public opposition to Maastricht Treaty

I Only France, Denmark and Ireland held referendums.
I Danish voters rejected it by 50.7% and organized a new referendum in 1993
I French voters were very reluctant. ”France must not miss ’the rendez-vous

of history’ (President Mitterrand, 1992). ”petit oui”
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Missed start: Major crisis

I Market speculation against the Italian Lira and the British pound in 1992
I Georges Soros breaks the Bank of England

I UK drops the ball and exits the single currency project
I Major devaluations in Spain, Italy and Portugal
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But EMU never walks backwards
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Takeaway and forward

I Maastricht criteria put the emphasis on price stability and fiscal balances
I The rules set was the result of a bargaining process dominated by Germany
I While the ultimate motivation is political so far the emphasis has been put

on economic achievements and rules
I The road towards monetary union has been bumpy including a major

financial crisis in 1992/93 from its start
I A decade after its launch, monetary authorities and government were

positive and further argued that the countries within the euro area had
been better protected from the financial crisis of 2007-08 than others in the
European Union.

I Yet in 2010 spreads suddenly surged in peripheral countries and since then
the euro zone has had to cope with a series of crises

I Was it ill-founded? The OCA theory will help us addressing that question
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